GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract
Higher Education Department- Admission of Transgender Students- Two additional seats in all courses in Universities and affiliated arts and science colleges- Sanctioned- orders issued.

HIGHER EDUCATION (B) DEPARTMENT
G.O.(Ms)No.153/2018/HEDN Dated,Thiruvananthapuram, 03/07/2018

ORDER
Social Justice Department has recommended and forwarded the request for issuing special order for reserving seats for Transgender Students for various courses in Universities and affiliated Arts and Science Colleges. Due to societal issues these students often have to discontinue their studies or to join other academic institutions after an academic year or after the admission process is closed.

In the above circumstances, Government are pleased to sanction two additional seats in all courses in Universities and affiliated Arts and Science Colleges exclusively for admitting transgender students subject to the fulfillment of qualification.

(By order of the Governor)
M. G RANJITH KUMAR
ADDITIONAL SECRETARY

To:
The Director of Collegiate Education.
The Registrar, Kerala, Mahathma Gandhi, CUSAT, Calicut, Kannur, Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Thunchathezhuthachan Malayalam Universities.
Accountant General (A&E, Audit), Thiruvananthapuram,
Higher Education (A,D,E) Departments.
Social Justice (B) Department.
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